SIGNIFICANCE OF RECENT DISCOVERIES IN STRIPE RUST MANAGEMENT
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ABSTRACT

Stripe rust in wheat is the most problematic disease damaging the produce severely in wheat growing regions. In this paper findings in recent past related to yellow rust with reference to their application in the management of disease have been debated. In this regard various aspects of breeding for resistance were focused. Pathogen has adopted under the changed climatic scenario brings and disease is observed in the regions where it did not exist earlier. Rising temperatures has increased the irregularity and concentration of precipitation, causing the spread and severity of rust diseases. NB-LRR proteins are expected to play a substantial part in advanced agriculture where yield is the primary goal for screening. Biotechnology has revolutionized in biological sciences including Plant Pathology. Experts are studying the biochemical nature and the signals involved in, a plant's responses to pathogen attack and development of disease. Plant resistance genes are being engineered into plants to defend them from plant diseases.
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INTRODUCTION

Rusts cause severe damage to wheat contributing to food insecurity (Todorovska et al., 2009). Among three rust diseases, stripe rust is most aggressive (Wellings, 2011). Stripe rust is recognized by its significant, yellow-orange spore pustules organized in stripes along the leaf blades contrary to the small sized, cinnamon brown pustules of leaf (brown) rust (Figure 1).

Stripe rust of wheat, acknowledged in many parts of the world as 'yellow rust' for its yellow-orange urediniospores. Disease is caused by Puccinia striiformis f. sp. tritici (Pst) (Chen et al., 2013). Stripe rust is the alarm for wheat production in the world and has been increasingly destructive in many countries including Pakistan (Solh et al. 2012). The reduced yield due to this disease may lead to severe economic losses (Ali et al., 2017). Thus, control of the disease is crucial to ensure food security. Increased incidence of certain diseases due to the invasion of new pathogens or its new strains/pathotypes, the change in host range of an existing pathogen and/or the acquisition of increased fitness by the pathogen is attributed to change in climate (Agrios, 2005). The new races of yellow rust have adapted to warmer temperatures leading extension in area prone to disease (Milus et al. 2009; Afzal et al., 2017). Epidemics have occurred damaging severe recently in Middle East, Central Asia, Western Asia, Eastern and Northern Africa and China, in the regions which were considered inapt for disease previously (Hovmøller et al., 2010; 2011).

Some recent discoveries: The life cycle of PST remained unknown till Jin et al., 2010 demonstrated the erotic phase of organism causing stripe rust in wheat. Discovery influenced our acquaintance of the genetics of pathogen and led to the evolution of better approaches for stripe rust management. Revelation of comprehensive life history of pathogen led to address the dilemma in new mode. Investigation was carried to...
discover the phenomenon of current global epidemics of wheat yellow rust. Research was conducted to discover the structure of population associated with epidemic. The findings of the work indicated signatures of both spatial structuring as well as invasion for this disease (Ali et al., 2014). Population genetic analyses showed solid local diversity with strong signs of recombination in zones Himalaya and near-Himalaya whereas in other regions of the planet a major clonal population structure is dominant. Abundance of alternate host (Berberis spp.) in the regions propose the area as credible center of origin or in any case the nearer to its center of origin of PST (Bueno-Sancho et al., 2017). However, more investigation from east Asian to central Asia regions may generate valuable information.

Figure 1. Distinction in stripe rust and Leaf rust.

Genetic diversity of the local population of PST was compared with the NW-European population, targeting the Khyber Pakhtoon Khawah (KPK), a region where yellow rust is endemic. Work conducted revealed 12 pathotypes designated in KPK (Bahri et al., 2011), with 3 already documented in Pakistan (Hakim et al., 2001) in the studied sample. The finding of work characterizes a main variance from the European condition, where only two to four pathotypes exist on an analogous local level. 27 different genotypes were described using 15 microsatellite markers. All the pathotypes branded in NW Europe show a single Simple Sequence Repeat genotype in the last 20 years, and pooling the Western Mediterranean population adds 5 supplementary SSR genotypes (Bahri et al., 2009). Postulation conducted revealed that few genes like Yr2, Yr6, Yr7, Yr9, Yr27 and YrSU, were found frequently in wheat genotypes under cultivation in Pakistan (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Gene postulation of Pakistani Cultivars (Bahri et al., 2011).
Mago et al., 2011 enlisted several perfect markers for wheat rust resistance genes prevailing at present. Advances in biotechnology laid to the foundations for identification of pathogen in vivo (Steuernagel et al., 2016). Resistance controlled through major genes has not proved durable and led to arms race in host and pathogen. Consequently changed strategy and identification of sources of durable resistance to stripe rust is the target in wheat improvement programmes (Vazquez et al., 2015; Afzal et al., 2018). Combinations of major and minor resistance genes led to engineering more durable genotypes against rust (Chen, X. 2013; Hulbert and Pumphrey, 2014).

Identification of a novel class of NB-LRR genes where resistance involves the role of both genes is a vital innovative progress (Cesari et al., 2014; Zhai et al., 2014). Effectors are R proteins that distinguish fungal proteins, inside the plant cytoplasm even and activate a defense reaction that pauses reproduction in pathogen (Ellis et al., 2014; Steuernagel et al., 2016).

**How these findings may be functional in management of dilemma:** Researchers disclosed routes of migration, population structures, modes of reproduction and evolution outlines in work conducted in recent past (Ali et al., 2014a, b; Hubbard et al., 2015; Hovmøller et al., 2016; Thach et al., 2016; Walter et al., 2016). Agricultural scientists are working to maintain improve crop yields with healthy crop, and reduced practice of pesticide through the application of Plant biotechnology. Biotechnology boosted the method of recognizing plant pathogens with greater precision, a requirement for control of the diseases. Plant genes and gene products that interact with pathogens have been recognized and either inserted into plants or used as specific molecular markers to improve disease resistance through plant breeding. Biotechnology influences almost all features of plant pathology. Biotechnology is applied to improve the effectiveness of rust resistance breeding through the exploitation of DNA markers in gene pyramiding, confirmation of the occurrence of genes and purity of released cultivars. This requires DNA markers that are precise and applicable across wide ranges. One of the final purposes of application of biotechnology in agriculture is to feed growing population in the world (Fermin-Munoz, 2000).

The finding of the work conducted by Ali et al. 2018 emphasizes the lack of probability of appearance of new races with potential to cause severe epidemic, which needs more effort in population biology and surveillance activities of pathogens on worldwide food crops, and assessments of disease vulnerability of host varieties before their distribution at higher levels.

Advances in biotechnology as well as statistics facilitated the deploying resistance gene combinations more and more that bring highly effective marker tagging systems (Burdon et al., 2014). Briefly, we may be able to make true development in comprehending the molecular means that makes *Pst* such an effective pathogen. Such elementary progress will facilitate us to investigate and answer key biological queries enlisted as under.

- How do R gene-recognized effectors function?
- Mechanisms involved in *Pst* evolution at nucleotide resolution
- Role of haploid genome to the development of new *Pst* virulence pattern

NB-LRR proteins identifies Pathogen strain (effector), convert R protein from the latent to dynamic condition and signal to the machinery of host defense response and may deliver a race nonspecific resistance along with race specific resistance (Marone et al., 2013; Hurni et al., 2014). Precise markers for each R gene will confirm elimination of the speculation and accelerate the genotype postulation by genetic analysis and screening against various pathotypes (Ellis et al., 2014). However, only DNA markers are not be adequate in some situations and the analysis of observable characteristics of an individual resulting from the interaction of its genotype with the environment is still be essential there.

**CONCLUSION**

This review presents the impact of fresh data regarding the climatic conditions under which disease flourishes the most, fluctuations in virulence pattern of pathogen and population structure, and dynamics of the pathogen around the world. Policy for management of stripe rust has been amended with revelation of comprehensive life cycle for *P. striiformis* f. sp. *tritici*. Significant increase in adaptation to warmer temperatures has been noticed in new races of yellow rust subsequently new regions have become prone to disease. Further research work is needed to answer whether the current global epidemics of wheat yellow rust was because of propagation of genotypes of limited clonal lineage(s) or populations of different races. Regulatory protein polymorphisms have the perspective to make available general pathogen resistance in near future. Application of biotechnology in the discipline of Plant Pathology has brought revolution.
Experts are studying the biochemical nature, and the indicators, a plant's response to pathogen invasion and disease development. Plant resistance genes and the resistant genes are being recognized and incorporated into crop plants to defend plant against diseases.
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